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Sunday Drive 
Overdrive 

 

Introduction: 
 
The Sunday Drive is a transparent, light overdrive. It adds clarity, character, and breathes life 
into your tone, without adding any unnatural compression. Thanks to its wide-sweeping gain 
control, It can function as totally clean boost, a light overdrive, and even a medium gain 
overdrive. The separate bass and treble controls make it easy to remove unwanted frequencies 
from your tone, and find the exact sound you’re looking for. It has a bunch of clean volume on 
tap, and is wired for true bypass. It’s the ultimate overdrive for any player! 
 

Features: 
 
Volume: This controls how loud the output signal of the effect will be. Turn it down for less 
volume, and up for more volume. 
 
Gain: This controls the amount of overdrive that is added to the original signal. Turn it down for 
less overdrive, and up for more overdrive. With the gain knob rolled all the way down, the 
Sunday Drive will act as a clean boost – keeping your original signal totally intact. From off until 
noon, it will act as a beautiful light overdrive, adding sparkle, grit, and harmonics to your guitars 
tone. From noon until full, the Sunday Drive acts as a full range, medium overdrive, full of rich 
harmonics and clarity.  
 
Bass: This controls the effects’ active high pass filter. Turning it down will roll off more low-end 
frequencies, and rolling it up will allow more low-end frequencies to pass. Setting the Bass 
control to noon will allow your guitars’ natural bass frequency range to pass unaltered. 
 
Treble: This controls the effects’ low pass filter. Turning it down will allow less high-end 
frequencies to pass, and turning it up will allow more high-end frequencies to pass. Setting the 
Treble control to noon will allow your guitars’ natural treble frequency range to pass unaltered.  
 

Power: 
 
The Sunday Drive must be powered by a standard, 2.1mm barrel, centre-negative power 
supply. However, it is rated for operation from 9-18VDC. Running the Sunday drive at 18V will 
give it more volume and clean headroom. The Sunday Drive does not have room inside to 
accommodate a battery. For best results, always power the Sunday Drive with an isolated, 
regulated power supply. Use of an improper power supply will void warranty. 
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